
On Monday we awarded three individual prizes including a “President’s Bee”
(Who can write down the most American presidents in ten minutes: Eli won
with 23…which is only half ), a blitz tournament in two sections (Yujeong won
the higher group, Igor the lower group), a “draw the American flag” event
(Geula won according to art teacher, Aparna), and finally our traditional
“Man vs. Beast” 4 th of July bonanza (including kosher, and none-kosher
popsicles as the kids guess who would win in various man vs. beast
competitions like a hot-dog eating contest between a human and a bear, or
a tug-o-war between an Orangutang and a Sumo- Wrestler. Thomas won by
guessing six out of eight winners correctly).

ICA Teaneck Scholastic Summer Camp
2022 Week 3 Report: Who Is The

Greatest Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
Character Of All Time?

We gave out too many prizes this week.
Category after random category popped into

my head and well the results speak for
themselves:



The rest of the week included our
traditional events:

….And that was just the first day. Happy 4th of July.

Tournaments in three sections with
Paul, Gita, and Vivienne tying for
second, and Jacob the first-place
winner in the lowest section, Ethan C,
Eli, and Ryley tying for second in the
middle section with Michael C the
winner, and Max, Shmuel, and Yujeong
tying for second in the highest section,
and Michael L with a commanding
performance to win the biggest trophy
of the week.

The best students in each group were:
Ryley in Slava’s group, Michael C in

Ivette’s group, Igor in Liam’s group,
and Yujeong in Dennis’s group.



Yujeong won the simul by surviving
49.5 moves against Dennis which was

the highest total out of all participants.

Outside during sports the winners for
each coach’s group were: (from
youngest to oldest) Max, Michael L, Eli,
and Geula while Yujeong also took
home the dodgeball prize.

After the tournaments Ryley was the
best in Math, while Yujeong was
Zhanna’s pick for music, and Will
Aparna’s choice for Art.

On Thursday we also had two unique events: “Name and sell your
favorite Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles character” an event Ryley

handily won with his poetic, and detailed pitch of the
underappreciated human fly “Baxter Stockman. The second event
was delivering the best movie quote with Ethan taking the prize for

his unparalleled:



“This time, it’s going to take more than killing me to kill me” as
said in “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness.”

The Friday winners in the team
events were “We Are Iron Man”
(Ryley, Shmuel, Michael L, and
Jacob) on the strength of
picking up the most garbage in
the park (the last event in the
competition and the first time
we ever did this one as a camp).

The blitz/bughouse winners were
Ryley, and Lucas in the lower
section, and Michael C, and
Shmuel in the higher section.


